Criteria to Nominate Nurses With Global Impact Nurse Honorees for International Nurses Day at the United Nations

- Person must be a registered/licensed nurse in their respective area, state, country.

- Nurse may be local, national and/or international---but they must have done something that has impacted global health.
  - There must be demonstrated and sustained involvement in international work—either through the:
    - The implementation of a new process/project/program, or
    - Ongoing international travel to relieve the suffering of those in need.
  - Additionally, work implemented in the United States that impacts people in other countries, e.g. where new treatments/medicine protocols are being delivered to people coming from around the world, would also be worthy of the Inspiring Global Nurse Award at the UN.

- Honoree should meet the description of “exemplary nurse doing extraordinary work.”
  - Final decisions will be made by the Nominating Committee and will be decided relative to other nurse honoree applicants.

- Honoree may be currently in the role for which he/she is being nominated to be honored, or they may be retired or working elsewhere. Preferably, the nominee will not have been recognized previously for the same ‘extraordinary work’ for which they are now being nominated.

- All applications must include a current CV/resume; current headshot photo (iPhone headshots are best resolution for the program), a short Bio (approx..250 words - attached template example provided), a short story (approx. 1-2 pages) that exemplifies the ‘extraordinary work’ for which applicant is being nominated, along with 2-3 associated photos of them ‘in action.’ (All photos need to be high resolution to be uploaded to the NWGI website. High resolution means they should be 300dpi (dots per inch) or higher...an easier indicator of a low resolution is when the file size is less than 1MB.
If above criteria is understood and met, please proceed to application.  
**DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 1ST.**

**“Judges Panel”**

Together with the NWGI Nominating Committee, a small group of Deans of Nursing Schools and Professional Associations will help ‘critique’ and ‘weight’ applicants objectively for acceptance.

- Deb Trautman, President of AACN
- Ann Cary, Chair of the Board AACN
- Eileen Sullivan-Marx, NYU Dean of the School of Nursing
- Carole Kenner, former Northeastern University Dean of SON, now at College of New Jersey
- Paula Milone-Nuzzo, President of MGHI